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Foreword 
This report describes the semi-automatic deculturing carried out on the magnetic data of the 
Tellus airborne geophysical survey data of Northern Ireland. Studies to find suitable deculturing 
techniques began after Phase 1 of the survey in 2005. The majority of the data cleaning was 
carried out during 2006 and continued into the first quarter of 2007. This report accompanies the 
decultured data delivered at the beginning of April 2007. 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1 – Three examples of low amplitude cultural noise. From the OS map the anomalies seem to be related to 
buildings adjacent to flight path. In the video images we see other possible sources of cultural noise such as a 
road, powerlines, cattle fences and gates. 6 

Figure 2 – On the left Pointer locations for Block A. Towns Londonderry, Strabane and Omagh are seen as 
concentrations of Pointer data. On the right Pointers plotted on OS 50k map. The Pointer circles have a 250m 
diameter on the map. 7 

Figure 3 – Magnetic map with Pointer locations (left) and OS 50k topographic map with Pointer circles (right). 
Pointer diameter of 250 m is suitable for removing most of the cultural noise. 8 

Figure 4 – An example of how the Pointers intersect with flight lines. This is an ideal case of pointer filtering where 
the Pointers and cultural noise correlate well. The red part of the magnetic profile will be dummied and the 
green part will be saved. 8 

Figure 5 – A detail from block D. On the left original magnetic total intensity data and on the right Pointer filtered 
data. 9 

Figure 6 – A typical source of cultural noise passing Pointer filtering is a building without address point. Another 
expected type of passing cultural noise is moving objects, which can be farm tractors in the field, boats on lakes 
or vehicles on roads. 9 

Figure 7 – Example of Pointer filtering results over the town of Armagh. Automatic Pointer filtering removes large 
amounts of data where Pointers are clustered. Original data show a linear bedrock structure (fault/dyke) under 
the town. Pointer-filtering disturbs this geological anomaly (outlined area). 10 

Figure 8 – a) 50k Bedrock geology b) original magnetic data c) locations of the Pointers d) Pointer filtered data e) 
Pointer filtered data with blanking f) Pointer filtered with high gradient data restored. Comparison of original 
(b) and Pointer filtered (e) data shows that filtering has changed the geological anomaly. In Pointer-filtered data 
where the high gradient data has been restored (f) the geology is better preserved but also more cultural noise 
passes due to the amplitude overlap. 11 

Figure 9 – Example from BlockE showing that flight lines continue over the Northern Ireland border (left side of the 
images is outside the border). The map on the left is the original magnetic data and the map on the right is 
Pointer filtered magnetic data. The data outside of the border will not be cleaned by Pointer-filtering. 11 

Figure 10 – Example of the setup for manual deculturing. The identified source of cultural noise in this example is a 
mast. The starting point for manual adjustment is the Pointer-filter channel. Survey lines will be manually 
checked line by line and remaining cultural noise removed by creating a refined mask channel. The source can 
be identified using OS 50k maps and video images. 14 

Figure 11 – The idea of the manual refining is to produce an adjusted mask channel that can be applied for the 
filtering. A simple coding will tell how the source was identified and what the actual source is. 15 

Figure 12 – Initial results of manual cleaning of Pointer filtered data from part of BlockA. On the left data after 
pointer filtering and on the right data after manual refining. No microlevelling has been applied for the 
magnetic data shown. 16 

Figure 13 – Survey blocks for the Tellus survey. 18 

Figure 14 – Manually cleaned magnetic data of Block A. 19 

Figure 15 – Detailed example of original (left) and manually cleaned (right) magnetic data. The width of the map 
window is 20 km. 20 

Figure 16 – Pointer locations for Block A (left) and manually refined mask locations (right). Major towns and roads 
come out in Pointer data as concentrations of Pointer locations. Manually adjusted mask locations are more 
evenly distributed. 21 

Figure 17 – On the left residual of original and manually decultured magnetic grids showing what has been 
removed. On the right residual of original and frequency filtered magnetic grids. Filtering removes effectively 
high frequency noise but also geological signal, the dykes within the area can be clearly identified. On the other 
hand filtering struggles with lower frequency and higher amplitude noise. 21 

Figure 18 – Comparison of Pointer filtered manually adjusted data (green profile) and filtered data (blue profile). 
Original magnetic data is shown with the red profile. The lower panel shows the mask channel. Applied 
filtering is non-linear using filter width of 13 data points. 22 
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Figure 19 – Manually cleaned magnetic data of Block B. 23 

Figure 20 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid showing what has been removed in 
deculturing. 24 

Figure 21 – Detailed example showing original (left) and manually cleaned (right) magnetic data from Block B. The 
cleaned map looks improved and geological image is potentially enhanced. 24 

Figure 22 – Manually cleaned Block D1 magnetic data. 25 

Figure 23 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid of Block D1 showing what has been removed.. 
26 

Figure 24 – Detailed example of Pointer locations (left) and residual of what has been removed in manual cleaning 
(right). Pointers have been cancelled especially over the town of Coalisland. 26 

Figure 25 – Details from Block D1 showing examples of high frequency anomalies that could not be identified as 
noise either by map or video images and were therefore left in the data. 27 

Figure 26 – Manually cleaned Block E2 magnetic data. 28 

Figure 27 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid of Block E2 showing what has been removed. 
29 

Figure 28 – Examples of offshore anomalies that are likely to be cultural in origin (wrecks) but were not identified 
either by maps or video images. 30 

Figure 29 – Pointer filtered Block C1 magnetic data with some manual adjustment. 31 

Figure 30 – Residual of the original and cleaned magnetic grids of Block C1. Untouched areas include the sea 
(north), basalts (west) and Sperrin Mountains (southern central part). 32 

Figure 31 – Detailed example east of Londonderry. On the left original magnetic data are shown and on the right 
manually adjusted Pointer filtered data. The magnetic lows are mainly residual from dipole anomalies and 
removing these completely would have required more drastic deleting of data. Note that there are two landfill 
sites on the map area. 32 

Figure 32 – Pointer filtered magnetic data of Block E1. 33 

Figure 33 – Residual of original and masked magnetic grid of Block E1 showing what has been removed in 
deculturing. Untouched areas include major towns that are flown high, high magnetic gradient geology and 
unpopulated terrains. 34 

Figure 34 – Example of unadjusted Pointer filtering from Block E1 showing whole line L3082. 34 

Figure 35 – Pointer filtered magnetic data of Block D2. To produce the map some blanking were used in gridding 
but large gaps are still visible over Belfast area. 35 

Figure 36 – Residual of original and masked magnetic grid of Block D2 showing what has been removed by 
deculturing. Untouched areas consist of high magnetic gradient geology over the basalts and unpopulated 
terrains (sea). 36 

Figure 37 – Magnetic data of partly manually cleaned Block C2. 37 

Figure 38 – Locations of manually removed cultural noise in Block C2. 38 

Figure 39 – Decultured grid of Northern Ireland. 39 

Figure 40 – Locations of cultural noise removed by deculturing. This map is produced by subtracting decultured 
magnetic grid from the original grid. 40 
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Summary 
This report provides descriptions of the cultural/anthropogenic cleaning carried out on the Tellus 
HiRes airborne magnetic data acquired during 2005 and 2006. The deliverable is a deculturing 
channel that can be used for masking magnetic data to minimise cultural interference. This report 
also describes some background studies that were carried out to find the most suitable technique 
to clean the Tellus data. Previous descriptions of the Tellus survey data and their geophysical 
processing are given by Beamish et al. (2006 a,b,c). 

The goal of the deculturing process is to produce high quality data suitable for map presentation 
as well as further interpretation and modelling. The aim is to keep the reduction of geological 
signal to an absolute minimum and to enhance subtle features that may be masked by cultural 
noise. Achieving maximum cultural suppression and minimum geological distortion requires 
manual control in the deculturing process. The manual approach is not ideal and can become 
subjective, even with detailed mapped information and aerial video footage it can still be 
difficult to decide whether certain features are geological or cultural when correlations of the two 
are known.  

The technique developed during this work is semi-automatic. The cleaning is carried out in two 
steps. Step 1 is called Pointer1-filtering and is based on Pointer data that indicate locations of 
households/businesses receiving mail. Pointer locations are used for masking geophysical data. 
Pointer-filtering is an automated process and with some limitations it could be used by itself to 
produce enhanced maps. Step 2 of deculturing requires laborious manual work to improve the 
Pointer-filtered data. The data is checked line by line to clean remaining cultural noise and 
restore what was unnecessarily removed.  

Deculturing is carried out on block data. Cultural influence and the amount of cleaning needed 
vary from block to block. Table 1 summarizes what level of processing the deculturing was 
conducted to. Four of the survey blocks are thoroughly manually cleaned whereas the other four 
are manually adjusted to a less reliable level. 

The procedures, taking over 2 years to complete, have resulted in a final Tellus magnetic data set 
with a deculturing mask channel. The channel contains a simple set of noise classifications. The 
deculture mask channel can be applied, wholly or partly, to any or all of the data channels in the 
Tellus magnetic data set. The result is a Tellus magnetic data set decultured according to the 
procedures set out in this report. 

Table 1 – Summary of deculturing level for Tellus survey blocks. 
Block Deculturing status 
A Manually cleaned 
B Manually cleaned 
C1 Pointer-filtered, some manual adjustments 
D1 Manually cleaned 
E1 Pointer-filtered, some manual adjustments 
C2 No Pointer-filtering, only some manual cleaning 
D2 Pointer filtered, some manual adjustments 
E2 Manually cleaned 

 

                                                 
1 Pointer® is the address/postcode database for Northern Ireland with the joint support of Ordnance Survey of 
Northern Ireland® (OSNI®), the Valuation & Lands Agency (VLA) and Royal Mail®, in conjunction with local 
councils. 
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1 Introduction 
Northern Ireland is a densely populated, agricultured and industrialized country. Cultural noise is 
clearly affecting the Tellus dataset, in particular the magnetic data. Magnetic maps are widely 
spotted by signals from different cultural origins. This is disturbing the geological image in areas 
where magnetic field is smooth and geological features are subtle. On the sites of high magnetic 
gradient the cultural influence is hardly discernible in the total field, but may be seen in 
derivative images.  

Cultural noise. Cultural noise is signal from anthropogenic sources. In geological investigations 
cultural noise is a nuisance potentially masking subtle shallow geological features. The most 
common source of cultural noise in the Northern Ireland magnetic data is from individual or 
clustered housing and from farms; these give the magnetic map a spotted texture. Due to flight 
regulations villages and towns are flown over higher than survey altitude and therefore urban 
sites are not a major source of cultural noise. On the other hand larger distance to the source 
moves the anomaly amplitude and frequency closer to geological signal which can be 
misleading. Other common sources of cultural noise such as any infrastructure from roads to 
powerlines are densely covering the country. The cultural noise related to roads often can be 
explained by settlements following roads or by other infrastructure (powerlines, pipelines) or 
maybe even road construction materials. 

There are also types of cultural noise that could be environmentally interesting; landfill sites and 
mine spoil heaps. Domestic landfills often produce a high amplitude short wavelength dipole 
anomaly. 

Typically cultural noise is a short wavelength dipole anomaly with amplitude range from few 
nano-Teslas up to several hundreds of nano-Teslas. It is difficult to predict the characteristic 
amplitude of cultural noise. The amplitude depends strongly on the type of the source and exact 
location in relation to flight path. Preliminary statistics of the Northern Ireland data show that 
common amplitude for a signal from a large farm building directly under flight path is 50 nT. A 
residential house typically produces a smaller, yet still significant, anomaly of 10 nT. Figure 1 
shows examples of low amplitude cultural noise. Larger buildings such as factories can create 
anomalies up to 300-500 nT.  

Deculturing techniques. Several techniques to suppress cultural noise have been described in the 
literature. The manual approach is successful but time consuming, and hence expensive, 
compared to fast and effective automated techniques (Hassan et al., 1998). Examples of 
successful automated techniques have been presented by Fedi et al. (2003), Gharibi & Pedersen 
(2000), Muszala et al. (2001), Wilson (1997) and many others. Cultural noise has both amplitude 
and wavelength overlap with geological signal. Numerical and automated deculturing techniques 
would be partially successful for Tellus data but would yield a compromised result of passing 
noise and geological distortion due to the wide spectrum of cultural signal. A manual approach 
to produce high quality decultured data in the highly developed North Midlands of the UK was 
presented by Cuss (2001, 2003). This work was established as a baseline against which the 
success of automatic and semi-automatic approaches could be judged. Several unpublished pilot 
studies have been conducted by BGS on automatic deculturing using Fourier based techniques 
and wavelet analysis. These were concluded to be unsuccessful and work has concentrated on 
using techniques that do not rely solely on mathematics, requiring other geographic information. 
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Figure 1 – Three examples of low amplitude cultural noise. From the OS map the anomalies seem to be 
related to buildings adjacent to flight path. In the video images we see other possible sources of cultural 
noise such as a road, powerlines, cattle fences and gates. 
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2 Step 1: Automatic Pointer filtering 
It is obvious that the most common source of cultural noise is various buildings. A vast number 
of these buildings are residences and farmhouses which all have a common feature, a postal 
address. The address point database (Pointer) with reference to all buildings that have post 
delivered was utilized for informing the public of the low altitude surveying. The same database 
can be used for cleaning the data of cultural influence. The idea is to give each address point an 
area of influence and remove that area from the magnetic data.  

This automatic Pointer filtering potentially improves the data by removing a large amount of 
cultural noise. The method has however two major limitations. Firstly, after pointer filtering the 
data still contain visible cultural noise. Secondly, pointer filtering is removing a large amount of 
data unnecessarily, which can result in geological distortion. The cultural noise not corrected by 
Pointer filtering originates from buildings that do not have a postal address, incorrect diameter of 
sphere of magnetic influence, other infrastructure sources such as power lines and pipelines, or 
even mobile sources like heavy machinery.  

2.1 SETUP 
The Pointer database was imported into Oasis montaj software together with geophysical 
databases and digital maps. The address point locations were then plotted onto topographic maps 
and geophysical maps to check the correlation with map symbols and cultural noise (Figure 2- 
Figure 3). The diameter of the mask is determined by checking what diameter would be enough 
to remove a typical cultural noise anomaly. A diameter of 250 m worked well for most sources 
of cultural noise, and corresponds to the average size of cultural noise reported in Cuss (2001). 
The Pointer data are then sampled into a channel in the geophysical database and this channel 
can be used as a mask channel. This means that geophysical data will be masked using the 
Pointer data by simple equations (if pointer is larger than zero then dummy and if pointer is zero 
then copy mag channel). The result (e.g. filtered magnetic data) will be a new channel in the 
database and the original magnetic channel will remain untouched. How successful the filtering 
is depends strongly on how the pointer locations intersect with flight paths (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 2 – On the left Pointer locations for Block A. Towns Londonderry, Strabane and Omagh are seen 
as concentrations of Pointer data. On the right Pointers plotted on OS 50k map. The Pointer circles have a 
250m diameter on the map.  
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Figure 3 – Magnetic map with Pointer locations (left) and OS 50k topographic map with Pointer circles 
(right). Pointer diameter of 250 m is suitable for removing most of the cultural noise.  
 

 

Figure 4 – An example of how the Pointers intersect with flight lines. This is an ideal case of pointer 
filtering where the Pointers and cultural noise correlate well. The red part of the magnetic profile will be 
dummied and the green part will be saved.  
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2.2 LIMITATIONS 

2.2.1 Cultural noise passing 

Due to the nature of address point data it can be expected that some cultural noise will pass 
Pointer filtering, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6). A quick comparison between OS 50k maps 
and address point data shows that approximately 20 % of the buildings shown on OS 50k map do 
not have an address point. If these buildings are probable sources of cultural noise their influence 
on the magnetic data will be missed. A smaller amount of passed cultural noise will originate 
from new buildings that do not appear on maps as well as from moving objects. Video images 
are an excellent tool for checking the source of these cultural anomalies. Another expected type 
of passed cultural noise is moving objects, which can be farm tractors in the fields, boats on 
lakes or vehicles on roads.  

 

Figure 5 – A detail from block D. On the left original magnetic total intensity data and on the right 
Pointer filtered data.  

 

 

Figure 6 – A typical source of cultural noise passing Pointer filtering is a building without address point. 
Another expected type of passing cultural noise is moving objects, which can be farm tractors in the field, 
boats on lakes or vehicles on roads. 

Mag with pointers OS50k with pointers Pointer filtered 
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2.2.2 Geological distortion 

Automatic Pointer filtering will remove significant amount of data points especially where the 
address points are clustered. Major towns may have thousands of address points, whereas smaller 
villages only have a few tens. Sometimes just an unfavourably situated cluster of a few address 
points can significantly distort a subtle geological feature.  

Major towns are associated with high flight elevation that decreases the anomaly amplitude of 
cultural noise. Therefore the data over certain survey elevation (for example 120 m) could be 
restored in the pointer-filtered data. In many cases geological features can be followed through 
urban areas (Figure 7) so data should be retained. Figure 8 is another example of the difficulty of 
when geology and cultural noise separation can be very difficult. 

 

Figure 7 – Example of Pointer filtering results over the town of Armagh. Automatic Pointer filtering 
removes large amounts of data where Pointers are clustered. Original data show a linear bedrock structure 
(fault/dyke) under the town. Pointer-filtering disturbs this geological anomaly (outlined area).  

50k bedrock geology Pointer locations Pointer filtered data

Pointer filtered data with high 
elevation data restored

Pointer filtered and blankedOriginal magnetic data 
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Figure 8 – a) 50k Bedrock geology b) original magnetic data c) locations of the Pointers d) Pointer 
filtered data e) Pointer filtered data with blanking f) Pointer filtered with high gradient data restored. 
Comparison of original (b) and Pointer filtered (e) data shows that filtering has changed the geological 
anomaly. In Pointer-filtered data where the high gradient data has been restored (f) the geology is better 
preserved but also more cultural noise passes due to the amplitude overlap. 

2.2.3 Data outside NI border 

The Pointer data only includes addresses in Northern Ireland. The flight lines were extended 
generally 2 km over the border and in some cases the coverage on the Republic of Ireland side is 
even wider. This is due to continuous flight lines instead of cutting the lines short where the 
border is curving, as shown in Figure 9. As this data is part of the dataset they should also be 
cleaned. A rough estimation is that 6 % of all the data is outside Northern Ireland border and 
needs to be manually handled as a dataset similar to Pointer was not available for the Republic of 
Ireland.  

 

Figure 9 – Example from BlockE showing that flight lines continue over the Northern Ireland border (left 
side of the images is outside the border). The map on the left is the original magnetic data and the map on 
the right is Pointer filtered magnetic data. The data outside of the border will not be cleaned by Pointer-
filtering. 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 
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2.3 STEPS TO REFINE POINTER FILTERING 
Although automatic Pointer filtering has the limitations presented above it is a step forward in 
the deculturing process. By itself Pointer filtering is removing too much useful data for 
producing high quality results. Pointer filtering can be refined by the following simple steps: 

 

1) Not all of the Pointer locations correlate with cultural noise. Filtering can be refined to 
remove data only where there is a probable cultural anomaly. The anomaly can be 
identified using for example the analytical signal channel. 

2) Over urban sites the high fly elevation reduces cultural noise. High elevation data can be 
restored e.g. not filtered. This can be done by setting an elevation limit that cancels the 
Pointer filtering (120 m was found to be suitable). 

3) Areas with high magnetic gradient, for example major magnetic anomalies associated 
with flood basalts, are generally not affected by cultural noise. The cultural noise signals 
are very weak compared to real anomalies and their interference is not visible in 
anomalous areas. On the other hand removing significant amount of data points with 
Pointer filtering is causing distortion to geological anomalies. Therefore high gradient 
data should be restored by cancelling the Pointer filter where the amplitude exceeds a 
certain limit. This can be performed by interrogating the analytical signal channel. 
However, due to the amplitude overlap of cultural and geological signals this will pass 
more cultural noise and finding the suitable limit is not straightforward. 

 

Examples of results using refined pointer filtering are presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Steps 1 
and 2 are quite straightforward, although the limit set for step 1 may result in some very low 
amplitude cultural noise to pass the filtering. The feasibility of step 3 is ambiguous and a 
decision of limits is best for each survey block. For example Block B is characterized by 
relatively low amplitude dyke anomalies on a magnetically smooth background and the 
discrimination between geology and culture is difficult based on the analytical signal on a single 
line observation. This means that a suitable analytical signal limit to preserve relatively subtle 
geological anomalies will pass a large amount of high amplitude cultural noise. For Block D1 on 
the other hand the method works better because of the high amplitude basalts that make the 
amplitude range larger and discrimination based on analytical signal easier.  
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3 Step 2: Manual refining of Pointer filtered data 
Manual refining of Pointer filtered data consists of cleaning the remaining cultural noise that was 
not removed by filtering and restoring data that were unnecessarily removed. This deculturing 
step requires a manual approach and handling data line by line. The remaining cultural noise 
needs to be identified using available digital maps and ground path images. 

Cultural noise sources can be identified in most cases using Ordnance Survey topographic maps. 
The 1:50,000 scale digital maps are generally adequate. When the topographic map fails to give 
indication of the source the ground path images can be used as a backup. The 1:50 000 scale 
geological maps should also be included in the process for following geological structures and 
giving indications of subtle geology present. 

3.1 SETUP 

Oasis montaj allows simultaneous and linked viewing of profile data, gridded data and 
topographic or geologic maps (Figure 10). Video images can also be viewed in the Oasis montaj 
project. The OS 50k topographic maps give indication of the cultural noise source approximately 
in half of all cases. The suspected cultural signals without any indication of the source in the 
maps can be checked from the video images. 

The video data is recorded as jpeg-images with a sampling frequency of about 2 per second. The 
ground path images are stored on flight based DVDs. The geophysical data point and the 
corresponding video image can be tracked based on time. The images have proved to be very 
useful for identifying cultural noise. At the nominal survey altitude the images cover 
approximately 40 × 50 m ground area. In many cases the cultural noise anomaly source itself can 
be seen in the image. When the source is further away from the flight path the noise amplitude is 
generally small. 
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Figure 10 – Example of the setup for manual deculturing. The identified source of cultural noise in this 
example is a mast. The starting point for manual adjustment is the Pointer-filter channel. Survey lines will 
be manually checked line by line and remaining cultural noise removed by creating a refined mask 
channel. The source can be identified using OS 50k maps and video images.  

 

Deculturing is based on creating a mask channel in the Oasis montaj database. The mask has a 
geographic and time reference that potentially allows use of the same mask for other data types 
(e.g. electromagnetic data). The mask can also be coded; for later use it might be useful to have a 
recording of what the cultural source has been and how it was identified. The coding should be 
simple though. The three methods of identifying objects are address point data (Pointer), OS50k 
digital topographic map and ground path recording. The actual sources are divided into six main 
classes: house, road, powerline, pylon or mast, railway, populated site and other (moving objects, 
scrap, etc.). The first part of the code comes from the identification method and the second part 
from the source class (e.g. a house identified from a topographic map is coded 11, road 12, and 
power line 13). If the object is checked and identified from the video images the coding is 
accordingly house 111, road 112, power line 113. The buildings identified by address point data 
have a code number 1. The codes used are listed in Table 2, Figure 11 shows a profile with the 
mask channel highlighted.  
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Figure 11 – The idea of the manual refining is to produce an adjusted mask channel that can be applied 
for the filtering. A simple coding will tell how the source was identified and what the actual source is. 

 

Table 2 – Simple classification for the cultural noise sources. 

 House Road Power line or mast Railway Populated area Other Landfill 

Pointer 1       

OS50k 11 12 13 14 15 16 20 

Video 111 112 113 114 115 116 120 

 

The cultural noise classification is simplified; for example a house can mean anything from a 
residence or a farmhouse to a farm shed and even larger buildings. This is mainly because the 
main identification method for this type of source, the OS50k map, displays buildings with a 
single symbol. Other objects are typically scrap identified from the video images that can include 
anything from abandoned quarry constructions to a scrap yard of old cars. If anything of 
environmental interest is identified from the videos it can be labelled and documented during the 
process. For example landfills or spoil tips are coded using number 20 or 120. 

BASED ON POINTER DATA 

CHECKED FROM VIDEO BASED ON OS50k MAP 
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3.2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The manual approach to refine the automated deculturing was tested in order to get an estimate 
of how much time the work would take. The test comprised of lines 2-110 of Block A, a total of 
1658 line-km (Figure 12). The area represents 14 % of the whole of Block A. The manual 
refining of the area took three working days, which equates to an estimated 21 working days for 
the whole of BlockA. In practise the time needed depends on the amount of cultural influence as 
well as the geological setting. 

The deculturing test was carried out simultaneously for both left and right magnetometer data. 
First, the left magnetometer data of a single line was cleaned and then the mask channel for that 
line was copied for the right magnetometer. Generally cultural noise has some cross-plane 
gradient but the mask width determined for left wingtip data seems to work well enough for the 
right wingtip data as well. Later in final deculturing the cleaning was carried out using magnetic 
residual channel (midpoint of left and right data for 2005 data and nose for 2006 data). The 
results of the test are shown in Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Figure 12 – Initial results of manual cleaning of Pointer filtered data from part of BlockA. On the left data 
after pointer filtering and on the right data after manual refining. No microlevelling has been applied for 
the magnetic data shown. 

 

BlockA 
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4 Results 
Deculturing is carried out for block based data. The need for cleaning varies from block to block. 
Cultural noise is mainly affecting magnetically quiet areas and is hardly discernible where the 
magnetic gradient is high. Quiet magnetic areas are common especially in blocks A and B 
(Figure 13) so these were obvious targets to start manual cleaning. In addition to blocks A and B, 
D1 and E2 were also thoroughly manually cleaned. Blocks C1, E1 and D2 were Pointer-filtered 
and afterwards manually refined to some extent. Block C2 consists mainly of high gradient lavas 
where cultural influence is insignificant and therefore C2 was cleaned only of the most obvious 
cultural noise. Table 3 shows the level of cleaning conducted for each block. 

The data cleaning was conducted by creating a mask channel in the magnetic database. The mask 
channel is based on Pointer locations, this channel is manually adjusted to fit better the cultural 
noise while preserving geological signal. The cleaning is based on the magnetic residual channel 
which is the mid point of the left and right magnetometers for the 2005 survey data (Blocks A, 
B, C1, D1 and E1). For the 2006 survey data (Blocks C2, D2 and E2) the residual channel is the 
nose magnetometer data.  

It is necessary to provide a number of caveats to the use of the mask data. It is in the authors 
opinion  that the mask channel should only be used as a warning channel for potential cultural 
noise instead of using a masked magnetic grid, especially in detailed studies. Masking is always 
the processor’s opinion of what is noise and what is signal. Also in many cases it is difficult to 
decide what part of the sum of the geological signal and cultural noise should be removed 
without disturbing geological information. 

 

Table 3 – Deculturing level of survey blocks.  
Block Deculturing level 

A Manually cleaned 

B Manually cleaned 

C1 Pointer-filtered, some manual adjustments 

D1 Manually cleaned 

E1 Pointer-filtered, some manual adjustments 

C2 No Pointer-filtering, only some manual cleaning 

D2 Pointer filtered, some manual adjustments 

E2 Manually cleaned 
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Figure 13 – Survey blocks for the Tellus survey. 
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4.1 MANUALLY CLEANED BLOCKS 

4.1.1 Block A 

The manually cleaned Block A magnetic data is presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15. Figure 16 
shows how the Pointer locations were adjusted during manual cleaning. Major differences occur 
over towns where Pointer filtering has been cancelled due to high survey altitude and lack of 
high frequency noise. Figure 17 shows the residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic 
data showing what has been removed in the deculturing process. For comparison a similar 
residual map is presented for a trial using numerical filtering. Non-linear filtering removes 
effectively the high frequency noise, but also high frequency geological signal is lost. Figure 18 
shows an example of comparing manually cleaned and filtered profiles.  

 

Figure 14 – Manually cleaned magnetic data of Block A.  
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Figure 15 – Detailed example of original (left) and manually cleaned (right) magnetic data. The width of 
the map window is 20 km.  
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Figure 16 – Pointer locations for Block A (left) and manually refined mask locations (right). Major towns 
and roads come out in Pointer data as concentrations of Pointer locations. Manually adjusted mask 
locations are more evenly distributed.  

 

Figure 17 – On the left residual of original and manually decultured magnetic grids showing what has 
been removed. On the right residual of original and frequency filtered magnetic grids. Filtering removes 
effectively high frequency noise but also geological signal, the dykes within the area can be clearly 
identified. On the other hand filtering struggles with lower frequency and higher amplitude noise. 
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Figure 18 – Comparison of Pointer filtered manually adjusted data (green profile) and filtered data (blue 
profile). Original magnetic data is shown with the red profile. The lower panel shows the mask channel. 
Applied filtering is non-linear using filter width of 13 data points.  
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4.1.2 Block B 

Block B is characterised by low amplitude magnetic anomalies and very quiet areas in the west. 
It is the block that potentially benefits most from deculturing. The manually cleaned magnetic 
grid of Block B is presented in full in Figure 19 and in detail in Figure 21. Figure 20 shows what 
has been removed in cleaning. 

 

 
 

Figure 19 – Manually cleaned magnetic data of Block B. 
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Figure 20 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid showing what has been removed in 
deculturing. 
 

 

Figure 21 – Detailed example showing original (left) and manually cleaned (right) magnetic data from 
Block B. The cleaned map looks improved and geological image is potentially enhanced. 
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4.1.3 Block D1 

Block D1 is a combination of a quiet magnetic field in the west and some high gradient basalts 
starting to appear in the east. Lough Neagh covers the block partly in the east. Cleaned magnetic 
data are shown in Figure 22, the cultural noise is shown in Figure 23, and an example of the 
refinement of Pointer data is shown in Figure 244. Cleaned Block D1 data (Figure 22) contains 
some high frequency anomalies that could not be identified as noise either by OS 50k maps or 
video images. These features were left in the data and examples of them are shown in Figure 25.  

 

Figure 22 – Manually cleaned Block D1 magnetic data. 
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Figure 23 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid of Block D1 showing what has been 
removed.. 

 

Figure 24 – Detailed example of Pointer locations (left) and residual of what has been removed in manual 
cleaning (right). Pointers have been cancelled especially over the town of Coalisland.  
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Figure 25 – Details from Block D1 showing examples of high frequency anomalies that could not be 
identified as noise either by map or video images and were therefore left in the data. 
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4.1.4 Block E2 

Block E2 magnetic map is characterised by a moderate amplitude range and NW-SE trending 
structures. Geological signal is subtle compared to Blocks D2 and C2. Although Block E2 is 
manually cleaned some cultural noise still remains. Figure 26 shows the result of manual 
deculturing, with the noise displayed in Figure 27. Figure 28 shows some offshore underwater 
anomalies that were not identified either by maps or video images and were therefore left in the 
data. 

 

Figure 26 – Manually cleaned Block E2 magnetic data. 
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Figure 27 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid of Block E2 showing what has been 
removed. 
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Figure 28 – Examples of offshore anomalies that are likely to be cultural in origin (wrecks) but were not 
identified either by maps or video images. 
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4.2 POINTER FILTERED BLOCKS WITH SOME MANUAL ADJUSTMENTS 

4.2.1 Block C1 

Block C1 has moderately quiet magnetic field in the west and high gradient basalts in the east. 
Manual adjustments concentrate on the northwest corner of the block east from Londonderry. 
Figure 29 shows the result of manual deculturing, Figure 30 shows the residual of original and 
cleaned grids. Large areas are left untouched, these include the sea in the north, basalts in the 
west and the Sperrin Mountains in the south. Figure 31 shows a detailed example of the manual 
adjustments east of Londonderry. 

 

Figure 29 – Pointer filtered Block C1 magnetic data with some manual adjustment. 
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Figure 30 – Residual of the original and cleaned magnetic grids of Block C1. Untouched areas include the 
sea (north), basalts (west) and Sperrin Mountains (southern central part). 

 

Figure 31 – Detailed example east of Londonderry. On the left original magnetic data are shown and on 
the right manually adjusted Pointer filtered data. The magnetic lows are mainly residual from dipole 
anomalies and removing these completely would have required more drastic deleting of data. Note that 
there are two landfill sites on the map area.  
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4.2.2 Block E1 

Block E1 has a complex magnetic texture that is challenging for deculturing. Large amounts of 
the geological anomalies have overlapping amplitude and frequency range with the cultural 
noise. After Pointer filtering some manual adjustments were carried out to remove visible high 
amplitude noise. Pointer filtering removes some geological signal and more manual work would 
be needed to improve the geological image. Figure 32 shows the result of manual deculturing, 
Figure 33 shows the cultural noise removed during deculturing and Figure 34 shows a profile of 
unadjusted Pointer filter data; this highlights the difficulty in spectral overlap for Block E1. 

 

 

 

Figure 32 – Pointer filtered magnetic data of Block E1. 
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Figure 33 – Residual of original and masked magnetic grid of Block E1 showing what has been removed 
in deculturing. Untouched areas include major towns that are flown high, high magnetic gradient geology 
and unpopulated terrains. 

 

 

Figure 34 – Example of unadjusted Pointer filtering from Block E1 showing whole line L3082.  
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4.2.3 Block D2 

Block D2 covers the densely populated Belfast area. While the high gradient data over the 
basalts were left untouched a large amount of data were removed over the city. This is visible as 
gaps in data in Figure 35. The cultural noise is displayed in Figure 36.  

 
 

Figure 35 – Pointer filtered magnetic data of Block D2. To produce the map some blanking were used in 
gridding but large gaps are still visible over Belfast area.  
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Figure 36 – Residual of original and masked magnetic grid of Block D2 showing what has been removed 
by deculturing. Untouched areas consist of high magnetic gradient geology over the basalts and 
unpopulated terrains (sea). 
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4.3 ONLY SOME MANUAL DECULTURING 

4.3.1 Block C2 

Block C2 geology consists mainly of basalts and the influence of cultural noise is minimal. 
Pointer filtering would have removed too much geological signal. Instead of pointer filtering 
only some manual cleaning has been applied for Block C2 to remove visible and easily 
identifiable noise. Result of the cleaning is presented in Figure 37 and the removed noise in Figure 
38. 

 
 

Figure 37 – Magnetic data of partly manually cleaned Block C2. 
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Figure 38 – Locations of manually removed cultural noise in Block C2. 
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4.4 DECULTURED MAGNETIC GRID OF NORTHERN IRELAND 
Figure 39 shows the survey blocks combined. This grid is produced by using 50 m grid cell size 
and 500 m blanking distance to fill the gaps. Belfast is still seen as a gap due to the large amount 
of data removed over the city. Figure 40 shows the locations of removed cultural noise. 

Figure 39 – Decultured grid of Northern Ireland. 
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Figure 40 – Locations of cultural noise removed by deculturing. This map is produced by subtracting 
decultured magnetic grid from the original grid. 
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5 Summary of delivered data  
The decultured Tellus magnetic data were delivered as two files: 

Mag_Decult_Season1.xyz and Mag_Decult_Season2.xyz both with a date stamp of 04/04/2007. 
The Season 1 file contains data for the 2005 blocks A, B, C1, D1 and E1. The Season 2 file 
contains data for the 2006 blocks C2, D2 and E2. The separation into 2 files is purely for 
convenience (file size). 

The data channels are a repeat of the delivered Tellus Version 2 magnetic data 
(Mag_Version_2_260906.xyz, 26/09/2006) as described by Beamish et al. (2006c). This 
delivery effectively forms a Version 3 Tellus magnetic data set. A single additional deculturing 
channel (MAG_DECULT), with codes as described in this report, forms a final data channel. 
The data are accompanied by a Mag_Version_3_Readme.txt file: 
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6 Statistics of delivered data 
Table 4 summarises the degree of deculturing performed on Tellus data. The bottom line figure of 
9.2 % cultural noise corresponds with that reported for the English Midlands (Cuss, 2001; Cuss, 
2003). However, cultural noise levels block by block show a high degree of variability. 
Surprisingly, the most densely populated survey block (D2) shows a low level of cultural noise. 
This can be easily explained by the considerable coverage of this block by basalt; as described 
above, these magnetic terrains were not decultured as severely as the other blocks due to the very 
high amplitude of the geological signal, this is also shown in the very low noise figure for block 
C2. 

The summary table (Table 4) should always be borne in mind when data are being interpreted. 
As already highlighted above, in areas where cultural noise is greatest there can be considerable 
changes to underlying geological signal. The careful deculturing steps aim to reduce this 
problem, but do not totally remove it. It is also vital to consider the lengths of the cut sections. 
For area D2 the longest cut is over 5km long. The use of line interpolation over such a long 
section is highly questionable. As shown in Cuss (2001) and Cuss (2003), the best approach to 
“in-fill” cleaned sections is to use grid-based interpolation in order to retain the regional field 
more realistically. However, the interpreter still needs to have detailed information on where data 
exists (clean data) and where data has been excised (culturally removed). 

 

Table 4 – Summary statistics of the amount of deculturing for the Tellus survey. 
Total 

distance 
(line.km)

Total data 
points

Decultured 
data points

Unaffected 
data points Noise (%) Cuts

Average 
cut (m)

Longest 
cut (m) Line

A 11,540 1,959,512 204,404 1,755,108 10.4 5,106 160 1,566 354
B 9,596 1,662,064 245,421 1,416,643 14.8 5,558 174 1,935 663

C1 10,428 1,744,975 112,338 1,632,637 6.4 3,701 365 3,602 1020
C2 9,999 1,691,371 2,990 1,688,381 0.2 91 109 478 1375
D1 8,655 1,487,460 215,883 1,271,577 14.5 4,991 183 1,914 2081
D2 13,369 2,290,149 111,981 2,178,168 4.9 2,601 507 5,061 2385
E1 6,316 1,045,104 168,141 876,963 16.1 5,486 171 631 3089
E2 10,854 1,844,701 203,745 1,640,956 11.0 4,355 187 2,200 3277

Total 80,757 13,725,336 1,264,903 12,460,433 9.2 31,889 232 5,061 2385
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Figure 1 – Three examples of low amplitude cultural noise. From the OS map the anomalies seem to be 

related to buildings adjacent to flight path. In the video images we see other possible sources 
of cultural noise such as a road, powerlines, cattle fences and gates. 8 

Figure 2 – On the left Pointer locations for Block A. Towns Londonderry, Strabane and Omagh are 
seen as concentrations of Pointer data. On the right Pointer plotted on OS 50k map. The 
Pointer circles have a 250m diameter on the map. 9 

Figure 3 – Magnetic map with Pointer locations (left) and OS 50k topographic map with Pointer circles 
(right). Pointer diameter of 250 m is suitable for removing most of the cultural noise. 10 

Figure 4 – An example of how the Pointers intersect with flight lines. This is an ideal case of pointer 
filtering where the Pointers and cultural noise correlate well. The red part of the magnetic 
profile will be dummied and the green part will be saved. 10 

Figure 5 – A detail from block D. On the left original magnetic total intensity data and on the right 
Pointer filtered data. 11 

Figure 6 – A typical source of cultural noise passing Pointer filtering is a building without address 
point. Another expected type of passing cultural noise is moving objects, which can be farm 
tractors in the field, boats on lakes or vehicles on roads. 11 

Figure 7 – Example of Pointer filtering results over the town of Armagh. Automatic Pointer filtering 
removes large amounts of data where Pointers are clustered. Original data show a linear 
bedrock structure (fault/dyke) under the town. Pointer-filtering disturbs this geological 
anomaly (outlined area). 12 

Figure 8 – a) 50k Bedrock geology b) original magnetic data c) locations of the Pointers d) Pointer 
filtered data e) Pointer filtered data with blanking f) Pointer filtered with high gradient data 
restored. Comparison of original (b) and Pointer filtered (e) data shows that filtering has 
changed the geological anomaly. In Pointer-filtered data where the high gradient data has 
been restored (f) the geology is better preserved but also more cultural noise passes due to 
the amplitude overlap. 13 

Figure 9 – Example from BlockE showing that flight lines continue over the Northern Ireland border 
(left side of the images is outside the border). The map on the left is the original magnetic 
data and the map on the right is Pointer filtered magnetic data. The data outside of the border 
will not be cleaned by Pointer-filtering. 13 

Figure 10 – Example of the setup for manual deculturing. The identified source of cultural noise in this 
example is a mast. The starting point for manual adjustment is the Pointer-filter channel. 
Survey lines will be manually checked line by line and remaining cultural noise removed by 
creating a refined mask channel. The source can be identified using OS 50k maps and video 
images. 16 

Figure 11 – The idea of the manual refining is to produce an adjusted mask channel that can be applied 
for the filtering. A simple coding will tell how the source was identified and what the actual 
source is. 17 

Figure 12 – Initial results of manual cleaning of Pointer filtered data. On the left data after pointer 
filtering and on the right data after manual refining. No microlevelling has been applied for 
the magnetic data shown. 18 

Figure 13 – Survey blocks for the Tellus survey. 20 

Figure 14 – Manually cleaned magnetic data of Block A. 21 

Figure 15 – Detailed example of original (left) and manually cleaned (right) magnetic data. The width 
of the map window is 20 km. 22 

Figure 16 – Pointer locations for Block A (left) and manually refined mask locations (right). Major 
towns and roads come out in Pointer data. Manually adjusted mask locations are more 
evenly distributed. 23 

Figure 17 – On the left residual of original and manually decultured magnetic grids showing what has 
been removed. On the right residual of original and filtered magnetic grids. Filtering 
removes effectively high frequency noise but also geological signal, the dykes within the 



area can be clearly identified. On the other hand filtering struggles with lower frequency and 
higher amplitude noise. 23 

Figure 18 – Comparison of Pointer filtered manually adjusted data (green profile) and filtered data 
(blue profile). Original magnetic data is shown with the red profile. The lower panel shows 
the mask channel. Applied filtering is non-linear using filter width of 13 data points. 24 

Figure 19 – Manually cleaned magnetic data of Block B. 25 

Figure 20 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid showing what has been removed 
in deculturing. 26 

Figure 21 – Detailed example showing original (left) and manually cleaned (right) magnetic data from 
Block B. The cleaned map looks improved but geological image is only marginally 
enhanced. 26 

Figure 22 – Manually cleaned Block D1 magnetic data. 27 

Figure 23 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid of Block D1 showing what has 
been removed. The low amplitude noise in the background is artificial and due to the 
technique. This map is produced by subtracting the cleaned grid from the original grid and 
small grid differences come out as noise. 28 

Figure 24 – Detailed example of Pointer locations (left) and residual of what has been removed in 
manual cleaning (right). Pointers have been cancelled especially over the town of 
Coalisland. 28 

Figure 25 – Details from Block D1 showing examples of high frequency anomalies that could not be 
identified as noise either by map or video images and were therefore left in the data. 29 

Figure 26 – Manually cleaned Block E2 magnetic data. 30 

Figure 27 – Residual of original and manually cleaned magnetic grid of Block E2 showing what has 
been removed. 31 

Figure 28 – Examples of offshore anomalies that are likely to be cultural in origin (wrecks) but were 
not identified either by maps or video images. 32 

Figure 29 – Pointer filtered Block C1 magnetic data with some manual adjustments. 33 

Figure 30 – Residual of the original and cleaned magnetic grids of Block C1. Untouched areas include 
the sea (north), basalts (west) and Sperrin Mountains (southern central part). 34 

Figure 31 – Detailed example east of Londonderry. On the left original magnetic data are shown and on 
the right manually adjusted Pointer filtered data. The magnetic lows are mainly residual 
from dipole anomalies and removing these completely would have required more drastic 
deleting of data. Note that there are two landfill sites on the map area. 34 

Figure 32 – Pointer filtered magnetic data of Block E1. 35 

Figure 33 – Residual of original and masked magnetic grid of Block E1 showing what has been 
removed in deculturing. Untouched areas include major towns that are flown high, high 
magnetic gradient geology and unpopulated terrains. 36 

Figure 34 – Example of unadjusted Pointer filtering from Block E1 showing whole line L3082. 36 

Figure 35 – Pointer filtered magnetic data of Block D2. To produce the map some blanking were used 
in gridding but large gaps are still visible over Belfast area. 37 

Figure 36 – Residual of original and masked magnetic grid of Block D2 showing what has been 
removed by deculturing. Untouched areas consists of high magnetic gradient geology over 
the basalts and unpopulated terrains (sea). 38 

Figure 37 – Magnetic data of partly manually cleaned Block C2. 39 

Figure 38 – Locations of manually removed cultural noise in Block C2. 40 

Figure 39 – Decultured grid of Northern Ireland. 41 

Figure 40 – Locations of cultural noise removed by deculturing. This map is produced by subtracting 
decultured magnetic grid from the original grid. 42 
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The procedures, taking over 2 years[r1] to complete, have resulted in a final Tellus magnetic 
data set with a deculturing mask channel. The channel contains a simple set of noise 
classifications. The deculture mask channel can be applied, wholly or partly, to any or all of 
the data channels in the Tellus magnetic data set. The result is a Tellus magnetic data set 
decultured according to the procedures set out in this report. 
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 The low amplitude noise in the background is artificial and due to the 
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 technique[r2]. This map is produced by subtracting the cleaned grid from the original grid 
and small grid differences come out as noise 
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